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ABSTRACT The stability control device is an important part of the safety and stability control system of
the power system. The stability control devices cooperate through certain control logic, so that the stability
control system can realize the functions of prevention control, emergency control, and recovery control,
to guarantee the safe and stable operation of the power system. The existing reliability assessment methods
of the stability control devices mainly rely on the analysis of the failure principle of the devices and the
statistics of the historical operation data, which cannot make an effective prediction of the changing trend
of the failure rate of the stability control devices. In this paper, we propose a Weibull fault rate fitting-
based reliability assessment method for power grid control devices, which is based on a function fitting
method to fit the parameters of the fault rate function of the control devices and use the obtained parameters
to calculate the reliability evaluation index of the control devices. The method has important engineering
significance for the production and deployment of stabilization control devices and the design improvement
of grid stabilization control systems.

INDEX TERMS Stability control device, parameter fitting, Weibull distribution, reliability assessment.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of social and economic devel-
opment, the pace of China’s power grid construction is
increasingly accelerated. In the first decade of this century,
the 1 000 kV Chang-South-Jing AC project and the ±800
kV Fufeng DC project have been put into operation, marking
China’s entry into a new era of high-capacity ultra-high volt-
age AC and DC interconnection of regional power grids, with
unprecedented requirements for safe and stable operation of
power grids [1]. As a huge system with wide geographical
distribution, the power system is characterized by many com-
ponents, complex structure, and fast dynamic response [2].
Especially in the ‘‘strong direct and weak AC’’ grid struc-
ture [3], a DC fault will cause a huge impact on the grid.
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Therefore, to ensure the safe and stable operation of the grid,
not only the existing grid structure should be strengthened,
but also a robust and reliable defense system with fast fault
response characteristics should be deployed [4].

In China, the grid security and stability control system
(referred to as the stability control system) is an impor-
tant facility to ensure the safe and stable operation of the
grid as the second line of defense [5]. During the transition
period of the ‘‘strong direct and weak AC’’ grid, China
has carried out several engineering practices of UHV AC
and DC grid stability control, such as frequency emergency
coordination control system for multi-DC feeder grid [6]
and system protection for hydropower convergence multi-DC
weak feeder grid [7], [8] and other partitioned grid stabil-
ity control systems. At present, the stability control system
shows the development trend of large-scale, wide-area, and
complex. When the power grid is hit by a serious fault, the
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reliable and timely action of the stability control system is
an important prerequisite to ensure the safety and stability of
the power grid, the reliability of the stability control system
to reduce mis-operation, rejection will bring unbearable sec-
ondary shock to the power grid. Stabilization control devices
through a certain control logic with each other, so that the
stabilization control system can achieve preventive control,
emergency control and recovery control, and other functions.
However, there is a risk of failure of the safety and stability
control device during operation due to hidden problems such
as irregular operation, themismatch between the setting of the
fixed value and the actual power grid, and aging of the equip-
ment over a long time [9]. The failure rate function tends to
show a ‘‘bathtub curve’’ of ‘‘first falling, then flattening, then
rising’’. The failure of the stabilization device leads to the
rejection or mis-operation of the stabilization system, which
may cause large-scale grid security and stability problems.
Historically, there are few grid accidents related to the failure
of the stabilization system [10], [11], e.g., the ‘‘7.1’’ blackout
in Central China in 2006 [12], the ‘‘9.8’’ blackout in the
United States in 2011 [13], and the ‘‘3.21’’ blackout in Brazil
in 2018. In Brazil, the ‘‘3.21’’ blackout [14], improper cali-
bration, system logic designwithout reasonable consideration
of extreme events, and hardware and software failures were
the main causes of the blackout. Therefore, the failure risk
analysis and reliability assessment of stabilization and control
devices are of great significance to ensure the resilience of
power systems against grid failures.

The reliability of a stability control system refers to its abil-
ity to complete the specified functions according to the sched-
uled time and scheduled working conditions [15]. At present,
the reliability study of the stability control system is still in
its initial stage, mainly for the reliability of single compo-
nents, device hardware, single-station systems, or small sys-
tems [16], [17], with a single analysis and research method,
and lacking a general method to adapt to the reliability study
of large stability control systems. The reliability assessment
of equipment mainly relies on the statistics of the historical
operation data of faulty equipment and the calculation of the
probability of failure of equipment using statistical methods.
The existing reliability assessment of power systems mainly
includes fault tree and Markov methods [18]. The fault tree
method decomposes the whole power system into multiple
subsystems and bottom components, and obtains the failure
distribution of the top-level system by calculating the failure
distribution of the bottom-level components, together with
the logical relationship between each subsystem within the
system [19]. Markov method analyzes the reasons and prob-
ability of transferring a device or system to a failure state by
establishing a state transfer model of the device or system
and combining the importance of different components to the
device [20]. However, the above method has high require-
ments for the size of the sample capacity. The exponential
growth of the number of states due to complex influence
mechanisms and high coupling within the system also makes

the corresponding computational complexity exponentially
higher. Parameter-fitting-based equipment reliability assess-
ment with small data requirements and simple computation
is starting to come into view.

The reliability assessment of equipment based on param-
eter fitting is mainly done by fitting a function to the
collected data to determine the failure rate function that
conforms to the operation law of the equipment and then
calculating reliability evaluation indexes such as reliability
function and compound failure probability. Literature [20]
proposed the failure rate model of relay protection devices
was constructed using the great likelihood estimation and the
Tonglen algorithm. Literature [21] proposed the reliability
parameters of relay protection devices were estimated using
the gray-three-parameter Weibull distribution, which solved
the problem of insufficient accuracy of reliability evaluation
methods under small sample conditions and improved the
computational speed at the same time. The literature [19] used
the Markov method to predict the action behavior of relay
protection devices and proposed a strategy to call emergency
protection devices and put them into operation in an emer-
gency. However, there are few studies on the parameter fitting
of stabilization devices. The reliability assessment methods
for primary equipment and relay protection are difficult to
be applied to the stability control devices because of the
differences in constituent components, operation principles,
and functions.

The operation of intelligent substations has effectively
improved the reliability of relay protection and stability con-
trol devices. The limited fault data makes the on-site opera-
tion data of relay protection and stability control devices have
small sample and truncation characteristics, which increases
the difficulty of reliability evaluation of relay protection
and stability control devices. Therefore, constant failure rate
(assuming that it obeys exponential distribution) is widely
used to evaluate the reliability of relay protection stabil-
ity control devices. Representative methods include Markov
state model [22], Goal Oriented method [23], fault tree
method [24], etc. However, in terms of accuracy, the relia-
bility evaluation results based on a constant failure rate have
lower accuracy [25]. Compared with constant fault rate, time-
varying fault rate is more flexible in data fitting and can
effectively simulate the change of fault rate over time, espe-
cially the time-varying fault rate model that follows Weibull
distribution. It is widely used in reliability evaluation and
analysis of relay protection devices [26], [27]. The main-
stream method currently used is the least squares method
based on the two-parameter Weibull distribution, considering
the truncation characteristics of the observed samples, and
combining the average rank method to estimate the parame-
ters of the Weibull distribution model [28], [29], [30], [31].
However, the disadvantage of the least squares method is
its poor robustness, especially under the condition of small
samples, it is vulnerable to the influence of outlier such as
gross error and noise to reduce the estimation accuracy.
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At the beginning of the commissioning period, the sta-
bilization device has been well commissioned and usually
maintains operation for a while with a low failure rate.
As time goes by, the failure rate starts to rise due to the
aging of components and themismatch between the operation
mode and the grid, and the stabilization device enters the
wear and tear period. However, the current research on the
reliability assessment of stabilization devices is only limited
to the analysis of the failure mechanism and the statistics of
the failure rate. The literature [20] took the SCS-500E safety
and stability control device as an example, which is a new
generation of safety and stability control device developed to
meet the stable operation requirements of ultra-high voltage
interconnected power grids, combined the fault tree method
with the Markov state space method, and analyzed the com-
position and inner cooperation relationship of the hardware
system of the stability control device; the literature [9] used
Markov state space method and Monte Carlo method to
evaluate the reliability calculation of the typical engineering
application cases of the stability control system respectively
and compared the applicability of the two methods in the
small stability control The applicability of the twomethods in
the reliability analysis of small-scale stability control systems
was compared. However, no reliability assessment based on
the fitting of the failure rate of the stability control device
from a quantitative perspective has been seen.

In this paper, a reliability assessment method for grid sta-
bilization devices based on Weibull failure rate fitting is pro-
posed. Firstly, the components of the stability control device
that may fail and the failure principle are analyzed. Then, the
fitting model and fitting method are proposed to calculate
the failure rate of the stability control device based on the
operating characteristics of the stability control device. Then,
the calculation models of reliability assessment parameters
such as reliability function, compound failure probability, and
availability are established by relying on the functions and
parameters obtained from the failure rate fitting. Finally, the
relevant device data will be cited for arithmetic analysis to
prove the rationality of the method in this paper.

II. FAILURE ANALYSIS OF STABILIZATION
CONTROL DEVICE
The operating states of the stability control device include the
fully normal operating state, the implicit mis-operation state,
the implicit rejection state, and the shutdown state. When the
safety and stability control device is in normal operation if
a component fails and is not detected, the device enters the
implicit fault state (implicit rejection state or implicit mis-
operation state); if a component failure is detected, the device
enters the shutdown state.When the hidden fault of the device
is triggered by an external fault, it will cause the device to
malfunction or refuse to move, and the device will enter the
shutdown state accordingly.

The main control unit, I/O unit, and communication unit
are mainly composed of the main control unit, and each unit
contains different stability control modules. The main control

unit contains a power supply module, interface management
module, central decision module, export module, etc. The I/O
unit contains an AC head module, a filter module, an open-in
module, etc. The communication unit contains a communica-
tion main control board and communication interface board.
The stability control module is composed of a large number
of electronic components. The failure of most components
requires consideration of basic failure rate, environmental
factor, temperature stress factor, quality factor, maturity fac-
tor, etc., while some components also require consideration
of their unique properties, such as voltage stress factor of
transistors, capacitor capacity factor, circuit complexity of
integrated circuits, etc [9].

Due to the complex mechanism and close coupling inside
the stabilization and control device, when a single module
fails, the unit in which it is located is a failure, which also
means the failure of the device. Because the overall failure
rate of the device is a weighted average based on the failure
rate and importance of the modules, after the initial decline
in failure rate and a long period of low failure rate operation,
the failure rate of the stability control device will rise rapidly
with time due to component aging and other reasons, and
the overall trend of the ‘‘bathtub curve’’. The failure rate of
most of the stabilizers is in line with the direction of the
‘‘bathtub curve’’. However, the detailed parameters of the
failure rate curve vary from model to model. To accurately
evaluate the reliability of different operating environments,
different manufacturers, and different functions of stabilizers,
a parameter fitting method can be used to build a failure rate
model of stabilizers.

III. FAULT RATE FITTING PRINCIPLE OF THE
STABILIZATION CONTROL DEVICE
Fitting the parameters of the failure rate function of the
stability control device is the basis for achieving reliability
evaluation. Data fitting is to connect a series of discrete
data points on a plane with a smooth curve to reflect the
changing pattern of the target data at a certain time. For
the same set of stability control device failure data, there
exist countless possible curves. For different structures and
functions of the stability control device, although they all
conform to the direction of the ‘‘bathtub curve’’, the specific
curve parameters of different devices are different. Therefore,
according to the source of the data background to choose the
appropriate function model to fit, can accurately and flexibly
solve the stability control device failure rate.

The function model is the key to the accuracy of the device
failure rate. Due to the complex and changing operating envi-
ronment and functions of the stability control device, most of
the function models cannot accurately describe the ‘‘bathtub
curve’’ trend of the failure rate. Therefore, the widely used
Weibull distribution model is used as the function model
for failure rate fitting. The Weibull distribution is a contin-
uous probability distribution. Because of its shape parameter,
it can flexibly change its curve shape in the face of different
devices and different operating environments and has the
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advantages of generalizability, simple parameter acquisition,
and an adjustable curve.

According to the probability density function of the
Weibull distribution, the goal of fitting based on the Weibull
distribution is to solve the shape parameters and scale param-
eters of the distribution function and achieve an accurate
description of the changing pattern of the target data. The
specific values of the target parameters can be obtained
successfully with a sufficient number of samples, and the
accuracy of the fitting results can be evaluated. However, the
reliability of the stability control device is relatively high,
and its reliability assessment is faced with small sample
conditions. Therefore, the three-parameter Weibull distribu-
tion is introduced into the reliability analysis of the stability
control device. The three-parameterWeibull distribution adds
the threshold parameter to the scale parameter and shape
parameter that the two-parameter Weibull distribution has.
Stabilization devices usually do not fail during the initial
period of operation, making their failure data nonlinear after
the Weibull transformation. The threshold parameter enables
the three-parameter Weibull distribution to reflect this phe-
nomenon, and the time point when the device enters the wear
and tear period can be obtained, which substantially improves
the accuracy of device reliability assessment under small
sample conditions [18].

Using the Weibull distribution parameters obtained by
parameter fitting, a function fit of the reliability of the sta-
bility control device can be achieved. The failure rate values
of individual devices can be applied to the solution of the
associated failure probability and availability, and the reliabil-
ity assessment of the stability control device can be realized
using these reliability evaluation indexes.

IV. FITTING MODEL FOR THE FAILURE RATE OF THE
STABILITY CONTROL DEVICE
A. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE GENERALIZED
PROPORTIONAL FAILURE RATE MODEL
The existing failure rate models are generally time-based
models and equipment condition-based models. The for-
mer failure distribution is generally two-parameter Weibull
distribution and exponential distribution, but the Weibull dis-
tribution only focuses on the influence of the operating age
of the equipment on the failure rate, ignoring the influence of
some external factors such as equipment maintenance on the
equipment failure rate. The latter model only focuses on the
influence of the current state of the equipment on the failure
rate, and when the equipment has a serious failure, the failure
rate may be greater than or equal to 1, which is contrary to
the actual operation.

To consider the influence of the historical state, internal
structure, and service age on the failure rate of the stabiliza-
tion device, the generalized proportional failure rate model
(GPHM) based on the full range of condition monitoring
quantities and failure data is chosen as the failure rate fit-
ting model for the stabilization device. The GPHM uses the

Weibull distribution as the reference function, combined with
the covariate vector to reflect the state of the device in real
time, and can be written as follows:

λ (t|Z ) = λ0 (t) ψ (Z (t)) (1)

where the λ0 (t) is the baseline failure rate, which is related to
the service ageψ (Z (t)) is the connection function, reflecting
the effect of being in different states Z (t) on the failure
rate;Z (t) is the vector of covariates, characterizing the effect
of the operating environment, equipment service age, manu-
facturer and other factors on the equipment failure rate, and
the set of all covariates forms the set of covariates as follows:

Z = [Z1 (t) ,Z2 (t) . . . Zn (t)] (2)

The expression of the concatenation function is:

ψ (Z (t)) = exp (γ 1Z1 (t)+ γ 2Z2 (t)+ . . . .+ γ nZn (t))

(3)

where γ = (γ 1, γ 2 . . . γ n) is the regression coefficient
corresponding to each covariate.
Therefore, the failure rate expression is:

λ (t|Z ) = λ0 (t) exp (γ 1Z1 (t)

+γ 2Z2 (t)+ . . . .+ γ nZn (t)) (4)

To ensure the accuracy of the model construction, the fol-
lowing principles need to be followed when establishing the
failure rate expression: the failure interval of the stability con-
trol equipment is relatively long relative to the maintenance
time, so the maintenance time is neglected; the influence of
the covariates on the equipment failure rate is constant and
does not vary with time; the benchmark failure rate function
obeys a two-parameter Weibull distribution, i.e.

λ0 (t) =
β

η

(
t
η

)β−1

(5)

where β is the shape parameter;η is the scale parameter.

B. SELECTION OF COVARIATES
Covariates are the key to the GPHMmodel. Accurate covari-
ate values can play a good role in correcting the failure
rate curve of the stability control device. In this paper, the
age, operating environment, health, and manufacturer of the
equipment are used as covariates.

The equipment health (HI) reflects the overall health level
of the stability control equipment itself and is closely related
to the equipment failure rate. HI is divided into five levels:
normal, attention, abnormal, serious, and failure, and the
corresponding values in the expression are 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.6,
and 1. After the equipment enters the wear and tear period,
the failure rate satisfies the Weibull distribution, which is a
function of time, i.e., the failure rate and the equipment. The
failure rate is a function of time, i.e., the failure rate is related
to the service life of the equipment, so the service life of the
equipment is taken as the covariate. The failure rate of the
stabilization device is also affected by the different degrees
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of hardware wear and tear under different climatic conditions
(high temperature, high humidity, etc.). Considering the char-
acteristics of the wide-area operation of the stability control
device, the operating environment of the device is chosen as a
covariate. The manufacturer is chosen as a covariate because
different manufacturers may have different familial defects,
which affect the historical data of the device.

The two types of data, manufacturer, and equipment oper-
ating environment, are fixed during the operation of the
stability control device. For the covariates of the operating
environment, the value is 1 when the equipment is operating
in the urban area and 2 when the equipment is operating in
the mountainous area. The corresponding covariate values
are different: 1 for the equipment from Nanrui Relay, 2 for
the equipment from Beijing Sifang, 3 for the equipment
from Changyuan Shenrui, 4 for the equipment from Guodian
Nanzhi, and 5 for the equipment from Xuji Electric.

Based on the two-parameter Weibull distribution of the
benchmark function and the choice of covariates, the expres-
sion of the generalized proportional failure rate model is:

λ (t|Z ) =
β

η

(
t
η

)β−1

+ exp
(
γ ageZage (t)+ γ envZenv (t)
+γHIZHI (t)+ γmauZmau (t)

)
(6)

where Zage,Zenv,ZHI ,Zmau is the age of the equipment,
the environment in which the equipment is located, the health
of the equipment, and the manufacturer of the equipment,
respectively.

C. FITTING OF PARAMETERS FOR THE FAILURE RATE OF
THE STABILIZATION CONTROL DEVICE
From Eq. (6), to determine the failure rate function of the
stability control device, the parameters β and η, and the
regression coefficients γ i need to be estimated. Therefore,
this paper extracts the covariates based on the operating envi-
ronment and historical statistics of the stabilization device
and fits the function based on the Weibull distribution and
generalized proportional failure ratemodel to characterize the
change in the failure rate of the stabilization device in the
operating cycle by adjusting the parameters.

By using the cftool in MATLAB which comes with the
Weibull distribution model, we can realize the fitting of
failure rate parameters based on the Weibull distribution.
We organize the collected discrete failure rate data in time
order, set the ‘‘time’’ set as the X-axis and the ‘‘failure rate’’
set as the Y-axis, select the Weibull distribution as the fitting
model, and set the corresponding fitting parameters. The
expected curve of the failure rate function of the stability
control device after fitting is shown in Figure 1.

To verify the reliability and accuracy of the model, resid-
ual tests and correlation tests can be adopted to evaluate
the fitting results. The residual test is the calculation of the
absolute and relative error between the series consisting of the
original failure data X (0) and the series consisting of the fitted

FIGURE 1. The expected curve of the failure rate function of the stability
control device.

results X̂ (0). The smaller the error value, the higher the accu-
racy of the fit. The absolute error can be written as:

1(0) (k) =

∣∣∣X (0) (k)− X̂ (0) (k)
∣∣∣ , k = 1, 2 . . . n (7)

The relative errors are:

8(k) =
1(0) (k)
X (0) (k)

× 100%, k = 1, 2 . . . n (8)

The correlation test verifies the correlation between the
original series X (0) and the fitted series X̂ (0) by calculating
the correlation coefficient and the correlation degree between
them. The correlation coefficient can be written as:

η (j) =
min {1(j)} + ρmax {1(j)}
1(j)+ ρmax {1(j)}

(9)

where 1(j) is the absolute error, max/min corresponds to
the maximum/minimum value of the absolute error; ρ is the
resolution, generally taking the value of 0.5.

The degree of correlation can be written as:

r =
1
n

n∑
j=1

η (j) (10)

When the correlation degree r > 0.55is reached, the model
can be considered to pass the test [32].

V. RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT METHODS FOR
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL DEVICES
After the parameter fitting of the failure rate function of the
stability control device is completed, the Weibull distribution
parameters (shape parameter β, scale parameterη) in the
benchmark function can be used in the parameter fitting of
the reliability function represented by Eqs. (11) and (12). The
failure probability of a single stabilizer can be involved in the
calculation of the associated failure probability and availabil-
ity to realize the reliability assessment of the stabilizer.

A. RELIABILITY FITTING OF THE STABILITY
CONTROL DEVICE
Weibull distribution is a continuous probability distri-
bution proposed by Swedish scientist Walodi-Weibull.
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FIGURE 2. The expected curve of reliability function of the stability
control device.

The two-parameter Weibull distribution is widely used for
instrument reliability analysis, but in actual working con-
ditions, the initial failure probability is very low. After the
transformation of the two-parameter Weibull distribution,
a small amount of fault data is nonlinear. Therefore, the article
introduces a three parameter Weibull distribution to analyze
the reliability of relay protection devices. Only after deter-
mining the three parameters of scale, shape, and position can
the distribution model be used to calculate various reliability
indicators.

The cumulative distribution function of the
three-parameter Weibull distribution is:

F (x) =

 1 − exp

[
−

(
x − γ

η

)β]
x ≥ γ

0 x < γ

(11)

Its reliability function is.

R (x) = exp

[
−

(
x − γ

η

)β]
x ≥ γ (12)

where,η > 0 is the scale parameter, which is a special
parameter in the probability distribution, the larger the scale
parameter, the more dispersed the distribution. β > 0 when
β < 1, the failure rate function decreases, which corresponds
to the initial operation of the stabilization device; when
β = 1, the failure rate function is exponentially distributed,
and the failure rate tends to be stable, which corresponds to
the stable operation period of the stabilization device; when
β > 1, the failure rate function increases and the reliability of
the stabilization device decrease and starts to enter the attri-
tion period;γ is the threshold parameter, which characterizes
the time point when the stabilization device enters the attrition
period.

By analyzing the failure rate data of commercially avail-
able stabilization devices and combining the general operat-
ing rules of stabilization devices, the direction of the reliabil-
ity function of stabilization devices can be predicted, and the
expected curve of the reliability function is shown in Figure 2.

B. PROBABILITY OF COMPOUND FAILURE OF THE
STABILITY CONTROL DEVICE
Stabilization systems rely on different types of stabiliza-
tion devices to cooperate to achieve complex stabilization

functions, and the high degree of coupling makes the fail-
ure rate of stabilization devices not only determined by the
internal structure of the device, but also by the influence of
other stabilization devices associated with it. This failure rate
affected by other devices is called the compound failure rate
of the stabilizer:

Pi (t) =

{
λi (t) k = 1
Ui (t) k ̸= 1

(13)

where Pi (t) is the compound failure rate of the ith stabilizer,
k = 1 means the failed stabilizer has no associated device;
k ̸= 1 means the failed stabilizer has an associated device;
Ui (t) is the associated failure rate of the ith stabilizer as:

Ui (t) =

[
1 −

M∏
i=1

(1 − λi (t))

]
(14)

where M is the total number of stabilization devices con-
tained in the association set where the device in fault state
is located [33].

C. STABILITY CONTROL DEVICE AVAILABILITY
Availability is an indicator that describes the reliability of a
repairable system and indicates the long-term state probabil-
ity (also called steady-state probability) that the system is in
a normal operating condition. The availability of a stability
control device can be written as:

A =
µ

λ+ µ
=

TF
TF + TR

(15)

where µ is the repair rate;TF is the average failure-free
duration;TR is the average repair time; In the actual calcula-
tion, the availability can be solved based on the failure rate
function of the stability control device, assuming that the
repair rate of the same class of devices is constant [34].

VI. ANALYSIS OF CALCULATION CASES
The relay protection device was put into operation and main-
tained continuously for 70 128 hours under the same working
conditions and operating levels. The fault time of each device
was recorded, and the operation record data of the relay
protection device was obtained [35]. The operation records
of the relay protection device are shown in Table 1.

A. SELECTION OF SAMPLE DATA FOR THE FAILURE
RATE FUNCTION
The data sources for the generalized proportional failure rate
model for Weibull parameter fitting mainly include device
historical operation data, device maintenance records, device
online operation monitoring data, similar device operation
experience data, and device operation manuals, etc. The
above data form the failure samples of the stabilization con-
trol device. Using these data, the discrete data points of the
failure rate of the stability control device can be obtained for a
while from the start of commissioning. In this paper, a safety
and stability control device manufactured by a company is
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TABLE 1. Relay protection device operation record.

selected as a sample for reliability assessment. The device is
deployed in a town area and has been in operational service
for 6 years, during which time it has been regularly serviced
3 times and repaired once for failures. According to the
principle of covariates, the age of the device can be directly
used as the value of the corresponding covariate; because it
works in a town, the covariate of the operating environment
is 1; according to the historical maintenance records of the
device, the health of the device is in the ‘‘abnormal’’ state,
and the covariate is 0.3; considering the possible existence
of family defects of the manufacturer, the corresponding
covariate is 0.3. Finally, the covariate values of the equipment
are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Stabilizer covariates.

After the device is put into operation, the operation and
maintenance personnel according to the background opera-
tion data of the device, with the fault maintenance records of
the maintenance personnel, can be calculated for each year
of the operation failure rate of the device and then can get
the discrete failure rate data of the stability control device as
shown in Figure 3.

B. FITTING AND EVALUATION OF FAILURE RATE
FUNCTION PARAMETERS
The cftool in MATLAB is selected as the environment for the
failure rate fitting of the stability control device. By adjusting
the fitting parameters in the fitting tool, different baseline fail-
ure rate functions and the corresponding Weibull distribution
parameters can be obtained. Among them, the baseline failure
rate function that makes the residual test and correlation test
optimal is:

λ0 (t) =
0.704
1.664

(
t

1.664

)-0.296

(16)

FIGURE 3. Distribution of failure rate of a stability control device.

The corresponding Weibull distribution parameters can be
involved in the subsequent reliability assessment.

According to Eq. (6), to reflect the influence of non-device
structural factors on the failure rate, the covariates in Table 2
are introduced based on the benchmark failure rate function,
and factors such as operating environment and maintenance
are included in the consideration of the failure rate calculation
of the stabilization control device, and the optimal failure rate
function of the stabilization control device can be obtained by
adjusting the benchmark failure rate through the covariates as
shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4. The fitting curve of the failure rate function of the stability
control device.

As shown in Figure 4, the failure rate of the device has
a clear decreasing trend at the beginning of the operation,
and after a long period of low failure rate operation, the
device enters the attrition period, and the failure rate increases
rapidly with time, which is in line with the prediction result
of the ‘‘bathtub curve’’ of the failure rate of the stabilization
control device. According to the cftool, the corresponding
Weibull shape parameter of this function is 0.704 and the
scale parameter is 1.664.

As shown in Figure 4, the fitted failure rate function of
the stabilization device has errors with the actual failure rate
values at each discrete point, and the accuracy of the fitted
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FIGURE 5. Absolute errors.

FIGURE 6. Relative errors.

failure rate curve is characterized by calculating the absolute
and relative errors according to Eqs. (7) and (8). The absolute
and relative errors are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

1) RESIDUAL TEST
To verify the correlation between the failure rate fitting results
and the actual failure rate variation, the values of the absolute
errors are substituted into Eqs. (9) and (10), and the cor-
relation between the fitted curves and the actual values are
judged by the results of the correlation test. The correlation
coefficients are shown in Figure 7.

2) CORRELATION TEST
According to Eq. (10), the correlation of the failure rate
function of the stabilization device can be obtained: 0.71.
Since the correlation of this failure rate function to the failure
sample r > 0.55, it proves that the failure rate fitting method
in this paper has a high confidence level.

C. RELIABILITY EVALUATION INDEX OF THE
STABILIZATION CONTROL DEVICE
1) RELIABILITY
Using the failure rate function curve of the stability control
device, the time point when the device enters the attrition
period can be obtained, and the threshold parameter in the
reliability function can be inferred from it γ = 1.32. Based on

FIGURE 7. Correlation coefficients.

the threshold parameter, together with the Weibull parameter
in the failure rate function, the reliability function of the
device can be obtained according to Eq. (12) as:

R (x) = exp

[
−

(
x − 1.32
1.664

)0.704
]
x ≥ 1.32 (17)

As shown in Figure 8, at the early stage of commission-
ing, the failure rate of the well-commissioned stabilization
and control device decreases rapidly and its reliability is
maintained at a high level; after entering the attrition period,
the failure rate of the device gradually increases with time
while its reliability decreases accordingly. Since the image
of the function is in good agreement with the expected curve
shown in Figure 2, it shows that the reliability function model
proposed in this paper is in line with the actual operation of
the device.

FIGURE 8. Reliability function curve of the stabilization control device.

2) COMPOUND FAILURE PROBABILITY
The generalized proportional failure rate model shown in
Eq. (6) is used in the failure rate calculation of other
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FIGURE 9. Distribution of failure rate of associated devices.

stabilization devices that are associated with the sample
device. As shown in Figure 9, the time node when the device
enters the attrition period (γ = 1.32) is selected as the sam-
pling point for the failure rate calculation, and the covariates
of each device are adjusted by substituting the baseline failure
rate function to obtain the failure rates of other devices at this
moment as:

According to Eq. (14), in the system in which the sample
device is located, the probability value of associated failure
of the device at this time: 0.88. From Eq. (13), the probability
of compound failure at this time is:

Pi (1.32) =

{
0.22 k = 1
0.88 k ̸= 1

(18)

As can be seen, the failure rate of the stabilization control
device is highly susceptible to the state of the associated
device. Therefore, by evaluating the reliability of the stabi-
lization and control device and finding ways to improve the
reliability of the device operation, the normal operation of
the entire stabilization and control system can be effectively
ensured.

3) AVAILABILITY
According to the historical operation data, maintenance
records, and equipment manual of the sample device, we can
get a repair rate valueµ =0.89; an average fault-free duration
value TF =3.85; an average repair time value TR =0.26. For
the same device, the above three parameters can be regarded
as constants, so according to Eq. (15), the availability of the
sample device is 0.937. Thus, it can be seen that a well-
commissioned stability control device can maintain better
operation after commissioning, which is the basis to ensure
the stable operation of the power grid.

TABLE 3. Comparison of estimation results.

FIGURE 10. Reliability comparison.

TABLE 4. Comparison of estimation results.

D. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
In the commonly used two parameterWeibull distribution, the
least squares method (LSM) is chosen to compare with the
method in the article [36]. The comparison results are shown
in Table 3.
According to the data in Table 3, the reliability time

curve is plotted based on the reliability function as shown in
Figure 10.
From Table 3 and Figure 10, it can be seen that:
(1) If the shape parameter η is greater than 1, the failure

rate increases and the device is in a loss period;
(2) The least squares correlation coefficient is smaller than

the algorithm in the text, so the parameter calculation in the
text is more accurate;

(3) Compared to the other two parameter methods, the
algorithm in this paper does not require iteration and train-
ing of samples. More convenient to operate; The position
parameters obtained by the algorithm in the article, namely
the time from operation to power loss of the relay protection
device, are very important for on-site maintenance. Currently,
the most common three parameter Weibull model parame-
ter estimation methods are grey estimation method, proba-
bility weighted moment method, and maximum likelihood
method. These three methods are used to analyze the original
operating time data of relay protection devices in Table 1.
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Compare and analyze the above methods using K -S test
values (smaller parameter estimation is more accurate) and
correlation coefficients (closer to 1 parameter estimation is
more accurate), and the results are shown in Table 4.

The K -S test values and correlation coefficients indicate
that the grey estimation method has significant advantages in
the accuracy of the three parameter Weibull distribution with
small samples.

VII. CONCLUSION
The stability control device is an important part of the second
line of defense of the power system, which plays an indis-
pensable role in ensuring the safe and stable operation of the
power system. For the current situation that the parameter
fitting of the stability control device is less studied, this
paper first analyzes the common faults of the stability control
device and their principles, proposes the GPHM based on the
whole state monitoring quantity and fault data as the failure
rate fitting model of the stability control device, and uses
the cftool of MATLAB to realize the parameter fitting of
the failure rate of the stability control device. Based on the
obtained failure rate function, this paper proposes a model
and method to calculate reliability indexes such as reliability,
compound failure probability, and availability of the stability
control device and realizes the reliability assessment of the
stability control device. Based on the calculation of the fail-
ure probability and reliability assessment of the stabilization
control device, effective prediction of the state change of
the stabilization control device can be realized, which is of
great significance for improving the design and production,
deployment strategy, and maintenance plan of the stabiliza-
tion control device, improving the fault handling capability
of the stabilization control system, and ensuring the safe and
stable operation of the power grid.

In this paper, the evaluation of the reliability of the stability
control system focuses only on the impact of device failure
rate and repair rate on system availability. It is worthwhile
to further investigate the action discrimination logic of the
devices and the coordination and reliability of the logical
cooperation among the devices. In addition, in future research
on the reliability of the stability control system, we should
also focus on collecting and organizing the basic data of
system, device, and component failures to provide a reference
basis for the subsequent in-depth work on the reliability of the
stability control system.
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